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Design to Promote Well-Being in Cars
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Abstract Automotive interaction design (AID) becomes more and more important.
From advanced driver assistance systems to social media—the number of interac-
tive systems available in cars increased substantially over the recent years. How-
ever, AID is still mostly concerned with making interaction either easy or exciting.
In this chapter, we argue that AID should focus more on creating and shaping
enjoyable and meaningful activities through sensible arrangements of interactive
technologies. To advance this argument, we provide an overview of a
well-being-oriented experiential approach to AID and discuss the Perfect Commute
as an example of a well-being-oriented experiential interactive system.

4.1 Happiness in a Car!? The Role of Automotive
Interaction Design

Life is too short to be anything but happy.
We are sure you’ll agree: There is nothing worse than a Facebook news feed

cluttered with inspirational quotes. However, the “inspiration” above contains a
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spark of truth. It points at the intimate relationship between feelings of subjective
well-being (i.e., happiness) and the way we spend our time. Time is the prime
resource necessary to engage in enjoyable and meaningful activities (Kasser and
Sheldon 2009). Since nowadays people spend a substantial part of their time in cars,
the car as a potential site for well-being is important.

Enjoyment and meaning can be understood as a consequence of fulfilling psy-
chological needs, such as autonomy, competence, relatedness, stimulation or pop-
ularity, through an activity (e.g., Ryan and Deci 2000; Sheldon et al. 2001). For
example, a dinner with friends is certainly not primarily about “getting some food
in.” People engage in dinners to feel close and related to others. The wine and food
just provides a pleasant chance for talking, bantering or serious debating. The
dinner as an activity is enjoyable and meaningful because it fulfills—among others
—a need for relatedness. Of course, we do not have dinners with friends every day.
In fact, everyday life obligates us to many, not entirely voluntary activities. Take
parking the car as an example. For some parking is simply a nuisance; others enjoy
their ability to scout lesser known parking spots and to maneuver the car swiftly and
elegantly into a lot just fitting. But even mundane everyday activities, such as
parking, can create moments of joy and meaning. Studies support this. Howell and
colleagues (Howell et al. 2011), for example, revealed substantial positive corre-
lations between satisfaction as well as positive affect at the end of the day and the
intensity of need fulfillment throughout the day. Moreover, daily need fulfillment
was related to general feelings of life satisfaction and happiness. In other words, a
day full of moments of fulfilled psychological needs is not only a happy day, but
also contributes to more general feelings of life satisfaction (see also Reis et al.
2000). Some researchers estimate that about 40% of the variability in happiness
among individuals may be attributed to differences in the activities they engage in
throughout the day (Lyubomirsky et al. 2005).

As already hinted at above, we do not always have the freedom of choice with
regard to our activities. Kahneman and colleagues (2004) used the Day Recon-
struction Method to get an idea about how people spend their days and how they
feel while doing so. For more than 900 US-American participants the three most
positive activities were “intimate relationships”, “socializing”, and “relaxing;” the
three least positive were “housework”, “working”, and “commuting.” However,
while people spent an average of 2.7 h a day on the activities they found especially
positive, they spent 9.6 h a day on the three least positive activities, 1.6 h alone on
commuting. One strategy to counteract this is to shift time spent on the least
positive activities to the more positive. Efforts to reduce working hours, for
example, to regain work-life balance and to become more “time affluent” are an
example of this strategy. Based on Kahneman and colleagues’ work, Kroll and
Pokutta (2013) developed a number of happiness-optimized day schedules. For
instance, they recommend to spend no more than 36 min per day on work. While an
instantly appealing recommendation, it seems impossible to attain. An alternative
strategy, though, is to pay more attention to whether activities, such as work or the
daily commute, can be made more enjoyable and meaningful.
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This is where design comes in. Any activity—or better practice—almost always
relies on things. Things “mold” practices or as Reckwitz (2002) puts it: “[…] they
enable and limit certain bodily and mental activities, certain knowledge and
understanding” (p. 253). Designers deliberately or accidentally “inscribe” (to bor-
row Latour’s 1992 term) certain ways of using things, which in turn creates new
activities or re-structures well-known activities in particular ways. Things mold our
daily experiences with the potential consequence of more or less happiness. Take
parking as an example again. Obviously, a driver of a car equipped with
hard-wearing bumpers may take a more risky stance to parking. She may evolve her
skills of maneuvering into ever smaller lots, experiencing competence and pride.
Parking assist systems, such as the ubiquitous proximity warning
(“beep-beep-beep”), may have a similar effect. Nevertheless, to experience com-
petence, the driver needs to believe that it was her and not the car, who managed the
parking. A longitudinal study of the experience of a park assist system (Trösterer
et al. 2014) provided some interesting insights of how park assist can corrupt
feelings of competence. One participant, for example, was annoyed that the park
assist was always on, even for the “easiest dork parking spot” (p. 5). To this driver,
it is almost an insult that the system offers assistance no matter how challenging the
parking lot. Another participant reported: “My parents laughed a little bit because I
stopped much too early in the parking slot and had plenty of space backwards. […]
It was a little embarrassing for me” (p. 5). In this anecdote, the result of the parking
was deemed unprofessional because of the park assist, which in turn was an
embarrassment for the driver. A car equipped with an autonomous parking system
is yet another story. On one hand, autonomous parking makes own parking skills
obsolete. Consequently, a driver can either be pleased with getting rid of an
annoying inconvenience or be a little sorry about a lost opportunity to feel com-
petent. On the other hand, the driver may let the car park while creating the
impression of doing it all by himself. This would boost feelings of popularity, but
only if the way the car parks is impressive enough. Another variant of this, would
be—legal problems aside—to step out of her car and to watch the car doing the
maneuvering. Hopefully a pedestrian stops to watch the show and to admire the
driver for the cool gear he possesses. Quite obviously, even if this is experienced as
enjoyable and meaningful, it is a different type of enjoyment compared to parking
all by oneself. While the first satisfies popularity, the latter satisfies competence. To
sum, through its very use the car creates the requirement to be parked. Parking as an
activity, however mundane, can be a source of daily pleasure and meaning.
However, any technology employed, any change in design, will inevitably change
the activity, its meaning, and its potential to make people happy.

Studies show how subtle the molding of actives through technology and the link
to well-being can be. In the domain of kitchen appliances, Hassenzahl and Klap-
perich (2014) compared two ways of preparing a cup of coffee: fully automated
with a Senseo Pad Coffee Maker and more manually with grinding the coffee beans
and preparing the coffee with an Italian stove-top coffee maker. The difference was
striking. While the Senseo provided a fast and clean service, it focused their users
entirely on the outcome—the cup of coffee. Positive feelings derived from the
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process itself were removed and replaced by impatience. This was different for the
more manual preparation. Here participants enjoyed the process, because it induced
stimulation and feelings of competence. While preparing a coffee with a Senseo was
not experienced as negative, it became experientially “flat” and lost its potential to
create enjoyment or meaning. Of course, we are aware that there are many potential
reasons why a cup of coffee out of a pad coffee maker may seem sensible. The point
is that the technology “inscribes” a certain meaning into the activity. The pad maker
assumes preparing coffee to be an inconvenience. The more manual variant focuses
on potential experiential gains.

In the automotive domain, studies of the experience induced by different variants
of technology are rare. An exception is Eckoldt and colleagues (Eckoldt et al. 2012)
study of the experiential consequences of using Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC). He
interviewed five drivers (and owners) of a BMW series 5 car equipped with ACC.
Note that all interviewees used ACC regularly and indicated a positive attitude
toward ACC. The interview was mainly about how the experience and the meaning
of the car changes, when ACC becomes active. All drivers agreed to especially
enjoy driving as a control and competence experience. To them the car is a pow-
erful beast, and they claim to become one with it while driving. In contrast, ACC
creates a substantial distance between driver and car. It “tames” the beast and turns
the driver into a spectator. While this is not necessarily experienced as negative,
there is the feeling of losing the sportive, active, competence-inducing experience.
Similar to the coffee makers, ACC as a technology subtly changes the activity of
driving, making it more convenient, but at the same time experientially “flat”.

Automotive Interaction Design (AID) should care about all this. The car is
especially interesting for at least two reasons: First,—as already mentioned—people
pass a substantial amount of time in cars. Time should be spend in a meaningful
way. Second, the car as an interactive technology is quite exceptional. It is one of
the few, which envelops its users completely. The car creates a secluded, highly
structured space. Other than in more open situations, interactions with and in a car,
and thus activities, are strongly determined by the car. Fortunately, Interaction
Design and Human-Computer Interaction are disciplines, which possess a profound
knowledge about how to structure activities through the design of technical arti-
facts. However, AID still seems to focus mainly on the operational level of design
(i.e., the concrete motor actions, such as pushing, sliding, and turning) instead of
focusing on the broader question of how to create meaningful moments in and
through a car. AID is in many cases technology-driven. New types of displays (e.g.,
Head-Up, Glasses) and new, presumably “futuristic” interaction technologies (e.g.,
gestures, touch, gaze) seem in the fore. The result is at best steering wheels with
touch controls or dashboards to point at. This is complemented by a primarily
problem-driven approach, where either driving itself or operating the various
functionalities of the car are understood as a problem to get rid of rather than an
opportunity for a fulfilling activity. This stance may be the reason for automotive
industry’s rather inexplicable obsession with working on the disappearance of
driving—in the form of autonomous cars. Obviously, driving is regarded as a
“problem” (e.g., boring, demanding, dangerous), which can be solved by getting rid
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of it through automation. This is certainly at odds with what people actually say to
enjoy about cars, which is primarily the driving. People who experience driving as a
problem, tend to use a different mode of transport (e.g., a taxi, the railways) if
possible. But even if driving is to vanish, one should expect as much investment of
time and money into answering the question of how people will actually spend their
time in the car, when not driving anymore. But far from it. Answering emails,
reading newspaper, watching YouTube—“What people like to do, when they
relax!” is the rather lame answer. On top of this, it is likely that truly autonomous
driving will remain a fantasy for a long time. The future might be more about
watching your car driving—which might be even more boring, demanding, and
dangerous than driving (Casner et al. 2016).

All in all, we believe that car manufacturers must care about how people spend
their precious time in cars and make sure that technologies are arranged in a way
that enjoyable and meaningful moments become more likely. The discipline that
has the most potential here is AID, however, only if the understanding of interaction
design is broadened to the level of experiences. In the remainder of the chapter, we
first discuss a well-being-oriented and experiential approach to AID. We then
present an example of the type of design and product, one can expect from this
approach. Finally, we discuss the challenges of a well-being-oriented AID.

4.2 An Experiential Approach to Automotive
Interaction Design

Over the last 15 years, Human-Computer Interaction embraced the idea that plea-
sure, fun, positive emotions, or “experience” matters in interaction design (e.g.,
Diefenbach et al. 2014 for an overview of the hedonic in Human-Computer
Interaction). Of course, what experience actually is, remains fuzzy. In many cases,
“experiential” became associated with “cool” or “innovative” technologies, exciting
interaction styles, and beauty. While the mantra of “usability” and “practicality”
was somewhat defined down by acknowledging that quality comprises of more than
just performing flawlessly, the object of all efforts pretty much remained the
technical artifact itself. Automotive Interaction Design (AID) was and is no
exception. On the one hand, the car is a consumer product in need for styling with
interaction design having its part in this. That is why we are toying around with
touch interfaces providing haptic feedback in a context where “good ol’ mechanical
pushbuttons” already did the trick years ago. On the other hand, AID often applies a
“workplace”-metaphor to the car, emphasizing the complexity of driving and the
need to streamline the demanding control task of driving. Obviously, the wish to
impress and to inspire drivers through novel functions and interaction designs and
the wish to increase road safety can create substantial contradictions and tensions in
design.

In this chapter, we embrace a different understanding of experience. While
providing moments of enjoyment and meaning should become the leitmotiv of
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AID, we do not share the notion that this can be achieved solely on the level of the
functionality or interaction itself. Becoming able to switch on the entertainment
system with a wave of the hand (through free-form gesture recognition) may
admittedly create a moment of awe, but at the end of the day it remains just this:
switching on the radio. The primary question is not how to operate something, but
how to use functionality and interaction to create and structure activities and
resulting experiences in an enjoyable and meaningful way. Note that this does not
imply that the particular interaction on a sensorimotor level is not important.
Designed interaction has its own beauty, and variations in how we do things will
surely make a difference. However, the particular aesthetic of interaction should not
be independent of the experience it supports, but rather be derived from it
(Diefenbach et al. 2017; Hassenzahl et al. 2015).

Fortunately, there are already some examples at least from a more academic
background exploring a particular well-being-oriented, experiential approach to
AID. Early work of Kesson and Nilsson (2002), for example, focused on the
commute, its structure and the question of how information systems could help
people making proper use of the time in the car. Esbjörnsson and colleagues
(Esbjörnsson et al. 2004) created and tested Hogman, a system for sharing infor-
mation among motorcyclists. In the spirit of the present chapter, they start their
article with the observation that “Brief encounters between acquainted and unac-
quainted motorcyclists are enjoyable moments” (p. 92). Hogman itself is
thoughtfully developed as a way to subtly enhance the practice of brief social
interactions among motorcyclist, by for example, automatically sharing certain
personal information. This “prolongs” the encounter, strengthens opportunities for
later social interaction through other channels and provides identity to motorcy-
clists, who because of their clothing and the helmet appear rather anonymous on the
street. This system is experiential, because it embodies a good understanding of
social interaction in traffic. A more functionally oriented design may have proposed
to just share information among all traffic members. Hogman, however, acknowl-
edges and understands that social interaction among strangers needs common
ground. Sharing personal information with an unknown, but fellow Yamaha rider is
something completely different from sharing information with an unknown driver
of a SUV, who just overtook without even keeping the safety distance. Another
example of designed social interaction in traffic is Knobel and colleagues’ Cli-
queTrip (2012). Through interviews they identified driving in a motorcade as an
interesting situation for social interaction across cars. On the one hand, driving in a
motorcade can be stressful since drivers need to make sure that they do not lose
each other in traffic. On the other hand, finding each other again, overtaking the
other car, waving and greeting, finding a nice place for a rest are enjoyable
moments. People having some practice with motorcades bring walkie talkies to
allow for an auditory connection between cars. Based on this, CliqueTrip offered
only two functions. The navigation of the following car always pointed to the
leading car. Even if both cars were not within sight of each other, the cars would
remain in contact. On the navigation display, the link between both cars in the sense
of the route for the following car was emphasized to create the impression of being
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tied together. If the cars were in proximity an auditory channel opened up, con-
necting both cars. This could neither be switched on or off, but was solely con-
trolled by distance. This allowed for the subtle negotiation between closeness.
A study with groups of people using CliqueTrip showed that indeed feelings of
relatedness emerged from this set up. As one participant put it: “It feels as if the
friends in the other car are sitting on the backseat” (Driver 5). Another remarked:
“Thanks to the communication and the navigation we all drove together. It was a
conjoint drive” (Driver 2) (Knobel et al. 2012, p. 36).

More examples exist. Eckoldt and Schulz (2009) explored making music
together in the car as an enjoyable moment, building on the practice of singing
together in a car. This is an example for social interaction among driver and
passengers, which is an upcoming topic as well. Passengers are in focus (Perterer
et al. 2013), with concepts such as the sharing of car-related information with
passenger (Inbar and Tractinsky 2011) or even the collaborative modeling of tasks,
such as wayfinding (Forlizzi et al. 2010).

In a conceptual paper, Eckoldt and colleagues (2013) explored how psycho-
logical needs, such as autonomy, competence, relatedness, popularity, stimulation,
and security, could be addressed through experiential interactive systems in a car.
One example is a minimal navigation that, while providing some guidance, at the
same time attempts to promote own wayfinding skills and to keep the feeling of
agency intact (competence). Another example is a vague navigation that ensures
that the driver keeps on going into the right direction, but feels free to explore new
routes and places on the way (autonomy) (see also Knobel et al. 2013a). Recently,
we explore the notion of social assistance or designing for the prosocial driving
(Eckoldt et al. 2015, 2016; Knobel et al. 2013b) with the goal of supporting the
driver in becoming more considerate in traffic and to make cooperation with other
traffic members more enjoyable and meaningful.

To summarize: The challenge of a well-being-oriented, experiential approach to
AID is to shape everyday practices involving the car in such a way that they are
experienced as enjoyable and meaningful. This goes way beyond driving and
touches upon the multiple roles cars play in peoples’ lives. Think of the daily
commute, the weekly shopping, driving around the children, pleasure rides to the
countryside, driving in a motorcade, parking, and long family journeys to places far
far away. From the car as a mere transport mode, to the car as an explorer’s vessel, a
mobile office, a perfect place to talk or to have sex, or a cloister to contemplate life.
Instead of leaving these different meanings and uses of the car to the ingenuity of
the driver alone, a well-being-oriented design will ask the question of how to
structure and support these practices to better fulfill relevant psychological needs.
As in the example of CliqueTrip this is about understanding a practice and creating
a vision of how an experience should ideally be like. When is driving in a
motorcade fun? What are the details that distinguish an enjoyable
motorcade-experience from a less enjoyable? This is about removing impairing
elements, for example, the worry of losing sight of the leading car and being lost.
More importantly, however, it is about modeling and amplifying the positive ele-
ments of the practice. People, who enjoy driving in a motorcade emphasize the
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moment, when the contact to the other car is reestablished. They overtake each
other, send messages, or pick especially nice places for a rest and lead their fellow
travelers there. All this are defining moments, able to distinguish a “good”
motorcade from a “bad” one.

However, creating a clear vision of the experience and a rationale for how it
supposedly contributes to well-being is only half of the challenge. The experience
has then to be materialized through concrete functionalities and interaction. These
have to be arranged in a way that the envisioned experience unfolds through using
the interactive system. AID is, thus, more than information architecture or
input/output devices. It is the deliberate design of an everyday activity involving the
car through the sensible arrangement of interactive technology.

Much can go wrong on the way from the general notion of designing for
well-being to concrete interactive systems. For example, not everything that seems
“fun” or “practical” may be appropriate from a well-being perspective, even if there
are some customers, who love the idea. The focus on speed suggested by modern
cars, for example, may be the major source of stress. Nevertheless, mandatory and
automatic adaption to the given speed limits seems out of questions. Verbeek
(2009, p. 239 citing Steven Dorrestijn and the Transport Research Center) sum-
marized the surprising findings from intensive field trials with mandatory and
automatic speed limiting:

[… C]ontrary to the great resistance that might have been expected, the system ultimately
won a lot of praise. Users developed a quieter driving style that they enjoyed. Hectic
driving behaviour was simply no longer an option and, in the end, this turned out to be a
comfortable situation rather than a hindrance for most of the people involved.

Of course, simply restricting a certain behavior seems quite inelegant. The point
is that from a well-being perspective “enforced” speed adherence can be a good
feature, which becomes meaningful to drivers since it decreases stress while driving
noticeably. At the same time, it seems unlikely that drivers would find such
functionality exciting or would be willing to pay for it. Well-being-oriented AID
needs to develop strategies to convince drivers of the positive, long-term impact of
an interactive system on their daily well-being.

Moreover, the transformation of the target experience into an arrangement of
interactive technologies can be tricky. Take the example of the enforced speed limit.
In some trials the system automatically kept the speed limit, no matter what the
driver did. There was an override button available, which was rarely used. Other
trials used an accelerator pedal with force feedback. If the driver exceeded the speed
limit, she or he needed more force to keep the pedal down. What appears to be quite
similar materializations, may still make a substantial difference. Assume that the
crucial point that makes the whole experience enjoyable is that the speed is
externally forced. Consequently, the driver neither has to worry nor to explain
himself to the passengers. There is simply no choice. The pedal is a different story.
Here it remains in the responsibility of the driver, whether to stick to or to exceed
the speed limit. The freedom of choice inscribed into the pedal may in fact corrupt
the peace of mind the system could potentially create.
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These intricacies of getting the experience as well as the materialization right
calls for a detailed example. In the following, we present the concept of an app to
turn the daily commute into a more enjoyable and meaningful experience. (The
impatient or already convinced reader may skip the example and continue with the
“Discussion and Conclusion”).

4.3 “It’s More Fun to Commute”—A Case

In Germany of 2012 (https://www.destatis.de/DE/ZahlenFakten/Gesamtwirtschaft
Umwelt/Arbeitsmarkt/Erwerbstaetigkeit/TabellenArbeitskraefteerhebung/Berufspendler.
html), 66% of the working population used the car for their daily commute. Even in
metropolitan areas with a good public transport infrastructure, 50% used the car as
the main mode of transportation. All in all, many people spend at least an hour per
weekday in the car. This makes practices of commuting with the car important,
since they occupy a considerable amount of working population’s time.

We start designing by better understand commuting—or to be more precise—
better understand potential joys of commuting. In other words, we deliberately shift
our perspective from the notion of “commuting as a problem” to “commuting as an
opportunity or possibility” (Desmet and Hassenzahl 2012). Based on this, we
develop an application in two steps. First, we structure and design an ideal com-
mute. Second, we provide a potential materialization (a “system” with an “inter-
face”) able to shape the commuters experience in the desired way.

4.3.1 Understanding Potential Joys of Commuting

In their review of the literature, Lyons and Chatterjee (2008) summarize the
ambiguous nature of the daily commute (see also Novaco and Gonzales 2009). On
the one hand, the commute is a burden, a significant sacrifice of time, related to the
experience of stress, fatigue and decreased well-being. This is well in line with the
low positivity ratings commuting received in Kahneman and colleagues (2004)
study mentioned above. On the other hand, even a commute can have attributes of a
more leisurely, undirected journey. Mokhtarian and Salomon (2001) suggest that
commuters may enjoy the exposure to the environment, the demanding and skillful
movement through this environment, the experience of scenic beauty, or attractions
along the way. The opportunity to engage in skillful movement and to savor
resulting competence feelings, for example, may be a reason to commute by car
even if public transport is faster and cheaper. Besides the joys of being en route, a
commute can be a “pocket of time” providing opportunities for a smoother tran-
sition between life roles, for a time out, or being productive (Jain and Lyons 2008).
Blumen (2000), for example, studied a small group of married, fully employed
mothers in Israel with long daily commutes. The women had positive attitudes to
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commuting and used the trip for a “mental shift, contemplation and relaxation.” The
commute afforded a “pause” otherwise denied to them in their daily routine.

Jain and Lyons (2008) emphasize that whether commuting is experienced as
positive is a question of how it is “crafted.” First of all, the commute must be
considered as a potential time-space for enjoyable and meaningful activities. In fact,
in a survey (Mokhtarian and Salomon 2001) almost a half of the respondents
disagreed with the statement that “travel time is generally wasted time,” about 40%
agreed that their “commute trip is a useful transition between home and work” (only
about 35% disagreed), and about 35% found that they use their “commute time
productively” (about 30% disagreed). All in all, there is a substantial proportion of
people who find commuting meaningful. But, obviously, it must be structured
appropriately. Commuting must provide travel related experiences or other ways to
help people to benefit from the available “pocket of time.”

Whether commuting is enjoyable and meaningful is shaped by the “materials”
involved. Gattersleben and Uzzel (2007), for example, compared different modes of
transportation for the daily commute (walking, by public transport, by bike, by car)
and their affective consequences. First, the commutes differed in terms of how
relaxing or stressful they were. Walkers and cyclists were more likely to feel
relaxed, while car users were more likely to feel stressed. Second, commutes dif-
fered in terms of how depressing/boring or exciting they were. Public transport
users were bored, while walkers, cars users and cyclists found their commute rather
exciting. Asked about enjoyable experiences, beautiful scenery was mentioned by
all commuters. However, walkers and cyclists were more likely to enjoy the activity
itself, while public transport and car user were more likely to enjoy reading or
listening to music. Not surprisingly, the mode of transport and the technology
available shaped affective experience and the specific activities people engaged in.

Admittedly, the difference in experience between commuting by car and a bike is
quite obvious. In the present case our goal is to improve the car commute itself.
Kesson and Nilsson (2002) studied a small sample of car commuters. They found
that people either spend their time with vocational activities, such as planning the
day or calling colleagues, or with mundane and social activities, such as calling
friends. In line with the notion of the commute as “transformation” (Blumen 2000;
Mokhtarian and Salomon 2001; Ory et al. 2004), commuters tend to engage in
activities related to the destination they are heading to. On their way to work,
vocational activities were in the fore, on their way home, the mundane and social
dominated. One interviewee who shared a car with a co-worker noticed that even
the content of their conversations changes, depending on the destination. This
seems to be quite a common pattern. By referring to Nippert-Eng (1996), O’Dell
(2009, p. 91) describes this in the context of public transport:

Take the commute home from work, for example. Compared to the morning commute, this
is an emotionally ‘lighter’ trip. While the morning commute may be characterized by
people getting ready for work, reading papers, working on laptops, consuming coffee to get
them focused and ready for the hours ahead, the evening commute features buttoned-down
collars and loosened ties (which are immediately jettisoned and replaced by leisure clothing
upon arrival home). This is a commute in which alcoholic beverages tend to replace
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caffeinated ones […], as people talk, joke and prepare themselves mentally for the arrival
home.

Thus, no matter what the mode of transport, the destination (work versus home)
considerably impacts the way the time is spend (planning, preparing, getting ready
vs. being spontaneous, relaxing, being social).

4.3.2 The Perfect Commute: The Envisioned Experience

The daily commute is a highly routinized journey. The driving itself (e.g.,
wayfinding) fades into the background. This creates an empty “pocket of time” for
the driver and, thus, an opportunity to engage in personal relevant activities.

For the Perfect Commute we assumed this “pocket” to be an important (time)
resource for well-being. Thus, not the driving should be made more interesting or
challenging to fill the time, but various advanced driver assistant systems should be
orchestrated to make the driving even more undemanding. The resulting “pocket”
can now be filled with “activities,” which do not conflict with the highly procedural
task of driving.

Of course, people can be left to do with their free time whatever they enjoy
doing, such as listening to music or audiobooks. Thus, the obvious idea for a
commuting app may be to provide content and games, which can be consumed
while driving. The ShoutCar system by Kesson and Nilsson (2002) took this
approach by providing an access to online music (way before streaming and the
purchase of music online was reality). Perfect Commute, however, takes a different
approach. It is not about actually filling empty time, but about structuring the
commute in a way to make it more meaningful. For this, we chose to learn from
those commuters reported about in the literature, who already enjoy commuting.
Instead of focusing on the apparent problems of commuting (e.g., boredom), we
focused on the benefits of commuting reported by “successful” commuters. Con-
sequently, we emphasize the “interdependence of activities and destination” as well
as the theme of “transformation”. In other words, we frame the journey to work as
marked by the duties ahead, the first meeting to attend, coworkers waiting and a
need to be punctual. In contrast, the journey back home is about the evening ahead,
friends and loved-ones available to greet, talk to and meet.

4.4 Journey to Work: Predictable, Relaxed, Time
for Contemplation and Privacy

Driving to work should be predictable. In fact, the commute already starts at home,
before actually being in the car. While commutes are highly routinized, they still
depend of a number of external factors. The route may be known, but unforeseen
congestions will require an earlier start or taking a different route. Commuters often
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monitor traffic reports at home to adapt their routine accordingly. Essentially,
commuters want to know about what time they are going to arrive at the office. In
fact, some commuters use their in-car navigation system just to predict the time of
arrival (and get a fully-fledged turn-by-turn navigation). In the case of a traffic
problem ahead, drivers need alternatives, often quickly. Suddenly, they require
detailed turn-by-turn directions for a route they may have never taken before.

For many commuters, work already begins in the car. They use the time to make
work-related calls or even try to answer their email. We find this at odds with the
notion of transformation. For well-being, it might be better to spend the time in the
car with a more self-directed contemplation of the day ahead instead of instantly
jumping into the hassle of the work day. Thus, our Perfect Commute attempts to
support role transformation by focusing drivers on the work ahead, but at the same
time shielding them from intrusions. Perfect commute understands the car as a
protective bubble, an island of calm to enjoy before the day’s grind.

The literature on commuting shows that besides “own-time”, the route itself,
sights and places, can be a source of enjoyment. Of course, it is not likely for
commuters to have a scenic route for their daily commute. In addition, commuters on
their way to work may not be especially willing to accept additional commuting time
just for picturesque diversions. Thus, getting to know a route, the villages one passes,
the idiocrasies of the different places, and how they change throughout the year may
be the more appropriate approach to more enjoyment from the environment.

In sum, the guiding themes for the journey to work are predictability, security,
time for contemplation, and privacy (see Fig. 4.1).

4.5 Journey Home: Spontaneous, Stimulating, Time
for Conversations, and Togetherness

Driving home should be different from driving to work. For one, it could be more
spontaneous. Of course, there are many scenarios, in which people have to be at
home in time as well, such as showing up on the dot for the family dinner.

Fig. 4.1 Vision of the Perfect Commute to work (from Eckoldt et al. 2013)
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However, Perfect Commute wants people to experience their journey home in a
more relaxed, spontaneous, and especially social way. This again rests on the notion
of transformation and the idea that the destination sets the stage for how to spend
time in the car. However, on the journey home, the destination must not only be a
place, but can also be people. Already in the car, commuters may want to get in
contact with their spouses and children to feel related and to plan the rest of the day.

Kesson and Nilsson (2002, p. 179) reported an insight, where one “participant
said that they would like to know if friends or colleagues were in their car at the
moment, and if they were busy or not. If they were not busy, he would then be able
to call them without disturbing them.” In fact, commuters use the journey home for
social calls. This is not always well received by friends and family, since they often
do not share idle time. However, some may be commuting as well, being in the
perfect situation to talk. Talking to them while on the way home, would be a little
like commuting together.

Since the route home is essentially the same as to work, it will not become more
or less scenic. However, while on the journey to work time seems of essence, it
might be less so on the way home. There could be variations in the way home for
discovering interesting new places, do a little shopping on the way, or having a
coffee in the newly opened café just 2 min away from the regular route. Similar to
the case, when a traffic problem causes the commuter to deviate from the routine
route, the commuter may be in need of more detailed turn-by-turn directions to
these unknown places. However, while in the former situation the fastest way is still
important, in the latter, it may be more about scenic routes, interesting places or
even people. In sum, the guiding themes for the journey home are spontaneity,
stimulation, time for others, conversation and togetherness.

4.5.1 The Perfect Commute: Shaping Activity
and Experience Through Functionality
and Interaction

Since Perfect Commute is still in a conceptual stage and not implemented yet, we
present it as a smartphone app and a more generic interface to be positioned in the
car, for example, in the center stack. The experience ideally resulting from Perfect
Commute was summarized in a video prototype. The chapter presents screen shots
as well as video stills from this design work.

Figure 4.2 shows the main interface of the Perfect Commute in its smartphone
version.

It is mainly a visualization of the destination and the journey ahead. At the
bottom is the actual time and place the commuter happens to be at that moment
(left). At the top is the future, that is, the time of arrival and the destination itself
(left). In the present example, it is 6:45 in the morning and the commuter Matthias
is still at home. He is using the app on a smartphone placed on the kitchen table. He
is about to drive to the office, a drive which would take about one hour. If the
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commuter would start the journey right now, he would be at the office at about 7:45.
This estimated time of arrival is continuously updated. By taking a look at the time
displayed at the top, the commuter can decide whether to enjoy the company of his
family at the breakfast table for a little longer or to better leave immediately
(Fig. 4.3). This increases the predictability of the journey, since traffic problems
become instantly visible through updates of the estimated time of arrival.

In between actual place and destination is a visualization of the route, with a
focus on the estimated time left needed for the journey (e.g., 60 min) and the
villages, cities and personal places on the way (e.g., Café Zweibar, LEVERKU-
SEN). This structures the journey. In a routine drive, places can have particular
meanings, for example, some cities may be prone to traffic congestions or a par-
ticular village is where the motorway starts and the journey speeds up. In general,
the interface suggests to associate places along the route with meaning. This is for
example supported by a feature shown in Fig. 4.4.

Below the actual place is an up-to-the-minute headline displayed related to the
place. For example, the commuter is passing the village of BREITSCHEID, where
a “Large Fire caused damage running into millions” (Fig. 4.3) or ERKRATH
reports “120 deep drillings for a new eco-friendly office building” (Fig. 4.3). Note

Fig. 4.2 Perfect Commute at
home
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Fig. 4.3 Checking the route at breakfast

Fig. 4.4 En route in the car
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that while these headlines could be linked to the full newspaper report, it is not
crucial. This feature is primarily about enriching the bleak places en route with
layers of story. The literature on commuting shows that sights could be a source of
enjoyment. But it seems unlikely to have many breathtaking sights on a standard
commute. However, even the most impressive cathedral or valley is more than
architecture or a sunset to consume visually. Sights are always associated with
stories. Now, while we cannot guarantee visually stunning places on a commute, we
are certain that any place, even BREITSCHEID or ERKRATH, has some inter-
esting stories to offer. A further feature to make the route more meaningful is the
display of personally relevant places on the route. Café Zweistein for example is
one of the favorite cafes of Matthias. Passing it, adds to familiarity. And on the way
back, the café may be even worth a stop.

Perfect Commute sets out to support the commuter’s transformation by con-
templating the activities at the destination. In the case of work, we present the first
work-related calendar entry just above the destination (e.g., “Meeting Siemens,
9:20”, see Fig. 4.4) as a “reminder” of work. The purpose of this is twofold: First, it
seems good practice to prepare the day by contemplating immediate things to do
upon arrival. Second, it may help to relax a little. While punctuality seems always
important in the context of work, there is a difference between arriving just a little
late at one’s own desk and being late for an important meeting. The calendar entry
helps with sensibly managing the commute. Is there enough time for a quick coffee
on the road? The displayed calendar entry answers this question. It is also able to
inject some urgency. If the predicted arrival time runs later than the calendar entry,
the entry slides onto the route. This will prompt the commuter into action, such as
looking for alternative routes to speed up the journey (see Fig. 4.5) or to call the
delay in.

While the left, darker side of the interface is dedicated to places, routes, and
duties, the right, lighter side is exclusively social. The actual location and the
destination is not presented in terms of toponyms but in terms of people available at
the respective place. In Fig. 4.2, for example, “Eva” is at home with the commuter,
but nobody from the personal address book is in the “office.” In Figs. 4.4 or 4.5,
“Ingrid Penkwitt” is already in the office. The route itself is presented in terms of
people known by the commuter living along the route. Similar to the names of
places and the “headlines” function described above, the friends along the route are
a further layer of meaning, a way to make the commute more personal. Other than
official place names, which are fixed and the same for every driver on a particular
route, the route in terms of people is much more depending on the social network of
the commuter and, thus, likely to be highly individual. Compare this to the street
you are living in. You can think of it in terms of its name, the houses along the
street and their numbers, or you can think of it in terms of the neighbors you know.

While the right side frames the commute entirely in social terms, the positioning
as side by side with the toponyms creates correspondence. People and places do not
remain different entities, but become associated with each other.

The right, “social” side features a number of additional interaction possibilities.
Friends and acquaintances available at the current location can be greeted by
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touching the name at the bottom (right side). In Fig. 4.6, the Matthias is on his way
home. “Kirsten Neusel” lives or actually is in “NEUSTADT-SÜD”.

Touching her name sends a standard text saying that “I was just driving by and
was thinking of you. Cheers Matthias.” The purpose of this function is not to engage
in a fully-fledged conversation with “Kirsten.” It is more of a gesture, a nod, a little
wave of the hand while passing, a brief moment of feeling related. This is in line with
the commute as “own-time” and the Perfect Commute as a protective bubble, which
allows reaching out, but in an uncomplicated and unintrusive manner.

Messaging is also possible with people available at the destination. A touch on
the name sends the standard text: “See you in < remaining estimated travel
time > minutes! Cheers < commuter’s name >.” This provides the recipient with a
“sign of life” and some practical information. Again this seeks to balance the need
to communicate on a commute with people at the destination (e.g., to announce the
time of arrival to waiting coworkers) and the notion of the time in the car as
precious “own-time”.

A further social function of Perfect commute is to allow people to become a
dedicated destination. Typically, when it comes to navigation, we tend to think of
psychical places, addresses and their GPS coordinates. However, home is as much a

Fig. 4.5 Running late and
alternative routes
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physical place as it is people, i.e., family member, spouses, or friends. Accordingly,
if a commuter tries to get in contact with home (on the journey back from work),
she is not actually calling her “house” but her partner. This is already reflected in
our design by placing people alongside with places. “Eva” is at home and “Ingrid
Penkwitt” is at work. People and particular places are, thus, co-located. However,
this must not be necessarily so. This is where the notion of “people as destination”
becomes interesting. If the commuter sets a person as a destination, Perfect Com-
mute initiates a communication with this person (Fig. 4.7).

The person is displayed on the top right of the screen (see Fig. 4.6). The car
invokes a turn-by-turn navigation to the person’s current location. However, by
default this location is not shared with the commuter. In other words, while the car
knows where Eva is, Matthias does not. Matthias can send a message to Eva (“See
you in…”) by touching her name. However, only if Eva choses to reply by sending
a her current location is briefly shown at the top, left side of the screen, where the
destination typically appears. On the one hand, this guarantees the privacy of the
person. Eva might not yet be where Matthias expects her to be. On the other hand, it
allows for interesting practices. Eva, for example, could surprise Matthias with a
cozy dinner in a favorite restaurant. (We guess it’s Café Zweibar, though.)

Fig. 4.6 Greeting a friend en
route
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A further social feature is driving together alone. Small orange bars right to the
middle line of the center indicate whether friends are in their cars as well (Figs. 4.2
or 4.3). Each bar represents an available friend. The length of the bar roughly
indicates the duration of this person’s journey with respect to my own journey.
A full bar means, for example, that this person will remain available at least as long
as the commuter remains in the car. We found this to be important to decide
whether to call or not. The bars themselves act as little reminders of other people
sharing the same “fate”. In the sense of a more ambient sociability this might be
enough to feel less isolated, especially early in the morning. Just seeing that some of
your friends are on the road at the same time may by comforting already.

Nevertheless, Perfect Commute offers to directly start a call with the respective
friends. While this goes slightly beyond the notion of maintaining a protective
bubble around the commuter’s “own-time”, it is not just a simple communication
functionality. It specifically suggests to get in contact with those friends being in a
similar situation to create the experience of a shared commute (Fig. 4.8).

You certainly noticed that while we structured the envisioned experience (pior
section) according to the different destinations (work, home), we refrained from
simply applying this structure to the actual interface. It seems tempting to just offer
two different “pages”, each featuring the functionality ideally needed for the
respective journey. However, we found this naïve. While it is helpful to create a
clear vision of the target experience, in reality, each journey is likely to be a mix of
the experiences, we envision. For example, even when focusing on the first meeting
at hand when in the office, a quick message to a dear co-worker already there would
be great. In the same vein, even the journey back home can involve the need for
punctuality and avoiding traffic congestions. Thus, we rather decided to group the

Fig. 4.7 Matthias establishes Eva as a destination
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functions into the predictability/contemplation-related features (left, dark) and the
social features (right, light). Thus, while we believe that the commute to work
should be ideally led by focusing on the left side of Perfect Commute, while the
way back home should be led by focusing on the right side, we acknowledge that
each journey may be a little more of a mixed experiences. Consequently, each
cluster of functionality occupies a similar amount of screen space in the default.
However, to support the notion of focusing (on work, on the social), the user can
slide the middle line to the right or the left, then using about two-thirds of the screen
for the respective functionality (contemplation, social) (see Fig. 4.5). Note, how-
ever, the “other” perspective will always remain visible. This reminds of the fact
that the other way of thinking about a commute can be sensible and appropriate too.
There are two exceptions, though, where Perfect Commute requires an explicit
change of focus to allow for additional functionality (see Figs. 4.5 and 4.8). In the
case of a traffic problem, the left side is forced into focus, presenting alternative
routes to be chosen from. Even after having selected one, the focus remains to
emphasize the break of routine, the availability of alternatives and the need to
regain the predictability of the arrival time. On the social side, a slide to the left
invokes the possibility to directly call other commuters. The slight bars indicating
the general availability of friends in their cars turn into bigger elements showing the
name of the respective friends (Fig. 4.7). In both cases, Perfect Commute com-
municates an opinion about how to actually behave in particular situation. Handling
a traffic problem as well as calling a friend need full attention. They are mutually
exclusive activities which should not be done simultaneously.

Fig. 4.8 Commuting together over the distance
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4.6 Discussion and Conclusion

In this chapter, we argued that Automotive Interaction Design (AID) should
become more well-being-oriented and experiential. Daily enjoyable and/or mean-
ingful moments are crucial for being happy in and satisfied with life. The fact that
people spend considerable time in and with cars creates a responsibility for man-
ufacturers and designers. As Verbeek (2011, Pos. 1859) concludes:

Even when designers do not explicitly reflect morally on their work, the artifacts they
design will inevitably play mediating roles in people’s actions and experience, helping to
shape […] the quality of people’s lives.

At the heart of shaping people’s experiences is the material, i.e., functionality
and interaction. What is offered in a car and how it is presented and operated, will
inevitable influence how people spend their time. AID needs to make sure that the
result is more and not less well-being.

We believe this to be a large step for AID, which is rather focused on the
low-level operation of technology (button, displays) and concrete tasks than
general concepts of how to “be” in the car. While topics, such as driver distraction,
attention and response times, remain important, AID could address the more
general level as well. The goal should be to create explicit ideas of how to spend
time in a car and how to shape this through interactive technology. This may
become especially relevant in the face of the disappearance of driving through
automation. So far, the vision of autonomous driving seems to rather imply endless
boredom (filled with clips from YouTube, of course) than a clear understanding of
how to spend time sensibly in the car. While academic AID has some interesting
concepts and experiences to offer (see above), in practice it does not create the
leverage it could.

This is certainly also because of some challenges of engaging in a
well-being-oriented AID. In the present chapter, we designed in two steps (see also
Hassenzahl et al. 2013). We first tried to understand the meaningful and enjoyable
moments, commuting could possibly offer. Based on this we designed the experi-
ence, that is, how we want people to ideally act, feel and think while a commute.
Only then we materialized this as a system. In many cases in AID, the second step
is left out. After an exploration of potential “requirements,” designers leap into the
concrete design task, drafting wireframes and menu structures. However, designing
the experience is a necessary step in between. The experience is not a mere sum-
mary of available information but a designed vision of what the system should
create. It is as much information as it represents design issues found important and
design choices already made. In this sense it acts as a guide to a following mate-
rialization. However, materialization very much depends on external factors, such
as competing design choices, costs, business opportunities and available technology
and skills. The materialization is always a compromise. In this sense, the experi-
ence, for example envisioned in form of a story or video, creates a middle ground. It
is a reminder of important aspects to consider, a concept, which does not lose itself
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in a myriad of constraints, always apparent when designing concrete interactions in
the car. Of course, materialization matters. A good materialization optimizes the
tradeoff between the experience to be created ideally and the external constraints
given. But it is still just one of the many possible materializations.

Separating experience from the actual materialization has another advantage. It
helps with the handling of critique. It is quite a difference, whether someone
disagrees with the envisioned experience or with the current materialization. The
former calls for a more general, value-oriented discourse. Do I want to provide
commuters with a protective bubble? Do I want them to focus on the destination or
rather distract them? Do I share the notion that contemplation helps or do I believe
that every minute has to be filled with a game, a puzzle or the latest buzz? These
are topics, which touch upon issues of well-being and society in general. Ques-
tions of how we want to live. The latter is more about crafting the system itself.
Do I find the information architecture to be sensible, the typography to be
appropriate? Is the materialization in line with the experience? These are rather
technical questions, quite different from the value judgments involved in deciding
for the experience.

Obviously, the “experience” envisioned above is not just one, but consists of a
number of significant moments, each an experience in itself. For example, “com-
muting over a distance” as proposed by the Perfect Commute is an experience,
emphasizing the need for relatedness when being alone in the car. Greeting a friend
along the route is about relatedness as well, but framed in a much more noncom-
mittal way. The visualization of the first scheduled meeting at work is about con-
templation and security, a source of enjoyment quite different from relatedness.
While it makes sense to think about each experience separately—its envisioned
purpose, the needs to be fulfilled—all these single experiences need to be integrated
into a larger system revolving around broader scenarios. The scenarios determine to
a good part, which needs to fulfill and provide hints about the how. The commute,
for example, is a particular scenario, which—from our perspective—calls for pre-
dictability, contemplation, and a more noncommittal social exchange. However, a
trip into the countryside with friends may need adventure and unpredictability
instead (Knobel et al. 2013a), while driving together in a motorcade may call for
specific ways of relatedness (Knobel et al. 2012). The challenge is to arrange single,
well-understood experiences into an overarching “story” and to materialize a sys-
tem able to tell this story. Instead of talking about “social functions” and providing
access to them somewhere in an interface, the social functions are to put into use
and to be attuned to particular scenarios, for example, a commute. It is not entirely
left to the user to envision uses, but quite the opposite. Functions are arranged in a
way to suggest changing and enriching everyday practices. They assume certain
uses and not only present themselves as neutral tools.

This leads to another interesting point. Our approach assumes that manufacturers
of technology have a certain responsibility for how their products are used. It is
puzzling to see, how, for example, addictive use of the smartphone is solely framed
as a problem of the respective users. The manufacturer just provided some neutral
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piece of technology and it is the apparent lack of self-control of people, which
creates a problem. Of course, this is not true. Smartphones are deliberately designed
to create addictive behavior for the sake of the business models involved. In the
same vein, cars are not just neutral. Aggression in traffic is not only a matter of bad
driver personalities, but also to a good part made through contemporary car design.
Applied to AID, it becomes obvious that we have an enormous responsibility. We
are responsible for how fulfilled and happy people spend about 5 h per working
week, 220 h in a year, and 8.800 h in a fulfilled working life (a little more than a
year). We can turn a full year of people’s lifetime into a largely miserable expe-
rience or can make it more enjoyable and meaningful. The latter requires assuming
responsibility and developing a clear attitude towards how life should be spend in a
car. It is not done by leaving all this to the users themselves.

Another challenge is overcoming the in the car-domain quite widespread fas-
cination with technology per se. The present example of the Perfect Commute
certainly poses some technical challenges, but most of it is about understanding
technology as a material rather than an end in itself. The navigation system, for
example, must not be necessarily thought of as a “device.” To us, it is rather a
bundle of functionalities, which can be invoked in certain scenarios. In this sense,
Perfect Commute is a good example, since it makes use of the typical functionality
of a navigation system (e.g., estimating time of arrival, finding alternative routes,
turn-by-turn navigation), without pretending to be one. There are plenty of ways the
same functionality could be redressed to fulfill different needs and, thus, to create
different moments of meaning and choice. AID should be more about this, than
about designing devices.

Obviously, we did neither implement nor test Perfect Commute so far. For the
technically-oriented reader, it remains just a bunch of fancy graphics without
implementation. For the more human factors-oriented, it lacks evaluation and, thus,
proof. However, we believe that there is a place for conceptual designs well-argued
for and discussed before we engage in implementation and studies. In many cases,
empirical testing is a reflex rather than a thoughtfully applied instrument. Some-
times testing is used to defer design choices to consumers, as an example of
misunderstood democratic design. More often it is applied to concepts too hastily
drawn-up or already watered-down by myriads of meetings with too many people
voicing clearly conflicting views. At best, these tests tease out the already obvious.
At worse, they cover a potentially good idea under a bad materialization. Conse-
quently we believe that there is a need for a more analytic-creative approach, where
conceptual designs are developed into sufficient detail (through stories, videos, role
play), discussed and refined before further processed. This also implies writing
more about conceptual designs not yet implemented on the same level of tedious
detail, technologists discuss their system architectures and APIs. Through this, the
quality of AID will certainly improve.

To conclude: The car is an ubiquitous, fascinating interactive technology. People
spend hours and hours of their lifetime in cars. Consequently, AID research and
especially practitioners should jump at the chance to improve people’s well-being
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by designing interactions in and through the car in a well-being-oriented, experi-
ential way. This chapter provides an outline of how to approach such an experi-
ential AID and some examples. We hope this to be sufficient to get started.
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